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The new 2006 2nd edition of Gail Howard s book, Lotto Winning Wheels for Powerball & Mega
Millions, has several systems that let you wheel ALL 55 Powerball numbers and ALL 56 Mega
Millions numbers. Wheeling means choosing a large group of numbers which you simply place
in the lettered boxes. Fast and easy to use as A-B-C! And affordable, too. Systems in this book
range in price from $2. Of the 190 systems, 87 cost $20 or less to play; 46 cost $10 or less, and
17 cost $5 or less. All the systems have guaranteed wins which means specific minimum win
guarantees. The minimum and maximum number of multiple prizes possible to win (both with
and without the 6th number) is shown for each system in the book. Use these systems also for
California SuperLotto, Kansas Super Cash, Hot Lotto, Wild Card 2, Australian Powerball,
England Thunderball, Greek Tzoker, India Thunderball and Turkey Sans Topu.

The new 2006 2nd edition of Gail Howard s book, Lotto Winning Wheels for Powerball & Mega
Millions, has several systems that let you wheel ALL 55 Powerball numbers and ALL 56 Mega
Millions numbers. Wheeling means choosing a large group of numbers which you simply place
in the lettered boxes. Fast and easy to use as A-B-C! And affordable, too. Systems in this book
range in price from $2. Of the 190 systems, 87 cost $20 or less to play; 46 cost $10 or less, and
17 cost $5 or less. All the systems have guaranteed wins which means specific minimum win
guarantees. The minimum and maximum number of multiple prizes possible to win (both with
and without the 6th number) is shown for each system in the book. Use these systems also for
California SuperLotto, Kansas Super Cash, Hot Lotto, Wild Card 2, Australian Powerball,
England Thunderball, Greek Tzoker, India Thunderball and Turkey Sans Topu. --Smart Luck
PublishersAbout the AuthorGail Howard is internationally recognized as the creator of the most
highly acclaimed and successful lottery systems used in the world today. Howard's are the only
lottery systems credited with winning dozens of first prize lottery jackpots. To date, 74
documented first prize lotto jackpot winners have won a combined total of $97 million dollars
with her systems. Her remarkable track record in helping people win big money in lotto has led to
appearances on hundreds of radio and TV shows, including The Today Show and Good
Morning America. Her books are sold worldwide, including editions in Spanish, French, German,
Norwegian, Latvian, Japanese, Korean and Chinese.
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               Pages 7 - 280 are not included in this sample.

Lottery Winning Strategies: & 70 Percent Win Formula Lottery Winning Systems:Turns a Game
of Luck into a Game of Skill! Learn How To Increase Your Chances of Winning The Lottery
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Tim Caldwell, “Lotto Winning Wheels For Powerball & Mega Millions,2006 Edition. I used
Balanced Wheel 54108PB on 3-23-13 and won $324 on Hot Lotto game. Four out of five lines
won on same ticket. First two lines hit three numbers each and lines 3 & 4 hit four numbers each,
line 5 didn't hit one. I missed the Hot Ball by 1, I had #17 chosen but it turned out to be #18.
That's the only number that you can't "wheel" or predict with any "pattern". I put pattern in
parenthesis because numbers are random BUT you c-a-n sometimes see a pattern of what's
been hitting on a regular basis in last 8-10 games played. That's how I hit what I did and wheeled
additional numbers in that "should" be showing soon. But like I said, and Gail also said in this
book, You can't wheel the Powerball, Hot Ball, or Mega Ball numbers but you can the other five.
The Lottery Commission has changed all games adding numbers making it harder. I also hit 3
numbers on 2 lines of same ticket on 10-05-13 for $36 but chose #11 for Hot Ball and it turned
out to be #13. That win alone paid for the book. And yes, those wins were before The Lottery
Commission changed all the games by adding numbers but the system still works I believe to a
degree anyway. It's simply playing "smarter" by increasing your odds some rather than leaving it
all to fate. I would recommend getting this book. I'm thinking about getting the software so I can
wheel my numbers and get them on paper faster instead of holding book open with one hand
and writing with other while ticket is sliding around.”

CJ from Tampa FL, “Important info about the best way to lower odds. Gail writes in a clear and
practical manner. She discusses real methods to lower the astronomical high odds down to
odds that are possible to win. It is important to pick your numbers well. It is important to set your
tickets to play in a mathimaticly efficient way, which she calls a wheel. And, it is important to play
for the lower prizes other than the jackpot because they help defray the cost of playing over a
long enough time frame to win. This is a book that I read and the read again and again, because
as I watch how the lottery works and how she explained it, I find information that I missed
because I really didn't understand it the first time I read it. This is definitely for the serious player
or group of players. She provides many types of wheel systems in the book that you can use to
lower the odds. The only negative and it is not very important is that the book is referencing the
Lotto that was in effect in 2006 and since that time they have add more numbers so the odds
listed in the book are lower and not current, but everything else still applies. Definitely an
important read before playing.”

ohyer2, “Gail howard simply the best. Powerball”

Adi da Luz, “Selecting and wheeling. Great book, I recomend to everybody interested in
learning more on how to select and wheel numbers”

Texamos, “Another Great book by Gail Howard. Another Great book by Gail Howard! Great book



on Playing the Mega Millions & Power Ball! Explains on Playing them with Great Wheels from 4
Lines $4 to 108 Lines $108! This powerfull systems are simple & easy to use! it shows you how
to mark the boxes with your Numbers Plus it shows the Mega ball box too! This Book will go
great at my Web Site on Winning the Mega Million! tex-amos.com! Thanks Gail Howard!
Winning that Mega Million Now!”

LindaRose Levin, “It would help to know where to find other people .... It would help to know
where to find other people to join with when playing the lottery and a little more definition on
what works.”

Ibolya Zadravecz, “Five Stars. Good book.....I will try it soon.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Interesante. Es lo que me esperaba, llego en un tiempo considerable y
lo recomendaría a todos mis amigos y familiares, Gracias”

The book by Tony Korfman has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 119 people have provided feedback.
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